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DIRECTOR’S NOTE

PEERLESS ADVICE

Earlier this year it was my good fortune
to attend a fascinating conference on
the subject of The Interfaces of Science
and Policy and the Role of Foundations.
Over two days I enjoyed sessions devoted
to discussion of the role of Grand
Challenges in research funding, new
strategies for creating and disseminating
knowledge, and dealing with political
expectations in science funding.
One show-stopping moment
during the conference, was hearing a
Government Chief Scientific Advisor
(from outside Europe) announce
authoritatively to the assembled audience
that the science peer review system is
completely broken. Nor did I then expect
this assertion to go unchallenged in the
subsequent question and answer period
and indeed for the rest of the conference
itself.
I found myself wanting to ask all
sorts of follow-up questions: Which
parts of the system are broken? In what
way are they not working? Can the faults
be fixed? Most especially, however, I
wanted to ask: If the peer review system
is broken, by what do you think it should
be replaced?
Since this was a conference
concerned primarily with research
sponsorship, most of the after-dinner
discussion about peer review tended
to circulate around the ways by which
funds might be distributed. The usual
arguments for and against metrics were
voiced, but it soon became apparent
that what most critics wanted to do

was to replace the common model of
the peer review process with... another
version of the same process. So, instead
of asking (say) four subject-experts to
pen lengthy written assessments of a
research proposal, we should ask them
instead for a simple fund/do not fund
recommendation. Alternatively, bring in
a few ‘research users’, to help determine
who gets money and for what research
purposes. Reassuringly – at least for
me – there was little enthusiasm for
wholesale deployment of ‘citizen juries’ as
an effective means of distributing science
funding.
These are all important and tricky
issues. As the former CEO of a Research
Council I am not naive about the
problems that can emerge in any peerreview regime. However, I did come back
from this stimulating event with both a
renewed appreciation of just how much
the Leverhulme Trust depends on the
several thousands of peer reviewers who
each year provide the Board with the
information that it needs in order to
distribute its funds effectively, and also a
determination to take the earliest possible
opportunity to say a huge thank you to
that extended community of advisors.
As another academic year draws to
a close, this seems an opportune moment
to express admiration and appreciation of
the efforts of peer reviewers, on behalf of
myself, colleagues in the Trust office, and
the Governing Board of Trustees.
Professor Gordon Marshall

CONTACTS

FUNDING UPDATES

SCHEME NEWS

INCREASED AWARD VALUES
The Trust is pleased to announce an
increase to the amount of funding
applicants will be able to request and
receive via three key grant schemes that
provide support to individual researchers
and students, from 2015.
Maximum funding for the
Research Fellowships scheme, which
provides support for experienced
researchers to conduct a programme of
research over a period of three to twentyfour months, will be increased from
£45,000 to £50,000. The new maximum
value is intended to ensure the awards
continue to offer flexibility as the costs
of conducting research and appointing
replacement teaching staff rise.
The value of the maintenance grant
available through the Study Abroad
Studentships scheme will also increase
from £17,000 to £18,000 per annum.
This increase is intended to contribute
towards the rise in the cost of living.
Finally, the maximum contribution
to salary costs for Early Career
Fellowships made by the Trust will
increase to £24,000 per annum which,
together with the £6,000 available for
research expenses, will increase the
total maximum grant available through
this scheme to £90,000. This scheme
offers fifty per cent match-funding for
the salary costs of three-year academic
research positions to enable early career
researchers to undertake a significant
piece of publishable work.
Research Fellowships and Study
Abroad Studentships schemes will open
to new applications from 1 September
2014, and the new round for Early Career
Fellowships will open from January 2015.

The Leverhulme Trust
1 Pemberton Row, London, EC4A 3BG
Tel 020 7042 9888 | Web www.leverhulme.ac.uk
For more profiles of current research and full awards listings, please visit the
Leverhulme Trust website (www.leverhulme.ac.uk). To order additional copies of this
newsletter, please contact Bahia Sheppard at bsheppard@leverhulme.ac.uk.
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Impact of fire in savannah ecosystems
A new, large-scale experiment using
fire in the Serengeti ecosystem, led by
Colin Beale, will provide the forum for
a network of internationally renowned
biologists, ecologists, ornithologists
and botanists to combine knowledge
of the savannah ecosystem at different
sites in Africa
Despite the popular portrayal of East
African savannahs as icons of wilderness,
the reality is that human influence
in these ecosystems is pervasive and
savannah ecosystems are undergoing
relatively rapid change. A global increase
in trees and bushes in savannahs is well
known, changes in wildlife populations
are widespread, and rapidly changing
distributions and abundances of
savannah birds hint at more subtle
changes to the ecosystem. These changes
are likely responses to a variety of human
pressures from the direct impacts of
increased CO2, through the increasingly
settled pastoralist communities, to the
impacts of changed rainfall patterns
associated with global climate change.
To maintain healthy ecosystems
that can support wildlife and pastoralist
communities alike, land managers
have one main tool available: fire. Fires
are deliberately set in most savannahs
every year to encourage grass growth,
to control insect pests and to manage
the balance of trees and grasses across
the landscape. Savannah trees, grasses

and animals are all adapted to a fireprone ecosystem, yet it is unclear exactly
how managers should burn savannah
landscapes in this changing environment:
they have the option of altering both
fire frequency and burning season, both
factors known to influence savannah
ecosystems.
This project brings together leading
experts in savannah and fire ecology
working in eastern and southern Africa
to share knowledge and understanding
of fire impacts in the savannah at the site
of a new, large-scale experiment in the
Serengeti ecosystem. Although eastern
and southern African savannahs are
ecologically relatively similar, political
differences between the regions have
previously led to limited academic
exchange. In East Africa, ecosystem
research in the Serengeti is well
developed, but the relative importance
of fire and its interactions with rainfall,
nutrients and large mammal herbivore
densities is still relatively poorly known.
The network aims to bring together
experts from across the spectrum
of ecology – from mathematical
ecologists to vegetation scientists, from
ornithologists to entomologists – to
expand our understanding of fire in
savannahs generally and in the Serengeti
ecosystem specifically. Through five
meetings based in the experimental
site in the Serengeti we will both gather
new data and pool our expertise and

data from elsewhere to address specific
questions about the fundamental ecology
of savannahs. For example, in our first
meeting we will ask what are the
fundamental differences and similarities
between eastern and southern African
savannahs, and in the third meeting we
will focus on the influence of fire on
food–web dynamics. Finally, we will draw
together our fundamental research to try
and develop coherent practical guidelines
to assist in making decisions about how,
and when, to burn savannahs in order to
achieve different possible management
objectives.
The success of the project relies
on building a new collaborative team
from across Africa, the USA and the UK;
bringing these people together at this site
to answer exciting scientific questions
has been a key motivator for me, and fits
well with the Leverhulme Trust’s desire
to fund scientists with a passion. I’m
really looking forward to the first trip in
November!
Dr Colin Beale
University of York
International Network

ABOVE AND COVER Serengeti fire
experiment.
www.leverhulme.ac.uk
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Runaway slaves in Britain: bondage, freedom and race
in the eighteenth-century
Exploring the little-known lives of
African slaves in eighteenth-century
Britain, focusing on those who sought
to escape their bondage and create new
lives for themselves, Simon Newman
aims to expand our knowledge of
Britain’s enslaved Africans
Africans comprised the largest nonwhite community in eighteenth-century
Britain yet they are all but invisible in
popular understanding of the Georgian
era. Perhaps ten thousand black people
lived in late eighteenth-century London,
and many more lived in the cities such as
Bristol, Liverpool, Lancaster and Glasgow
that were most closely associated with
Atlantic trade. But Africans lived
throughout Britain, not least because
planters, merchants and even clergymen
who returned from the Americas
brought back black ‘servants’ and slaves,
often taking them to rural homes and
estates. The status of these African, AfroCaribbean and American people changed
forever when first the Somerset case in
England (1772) and then the Knight
case in Scotland (1778) effectively made
slavery illegal in the British Isles.
This project will shed light on
the little-known history of enslaved
Africans in Britain during the early- to
mid eighteenth-century by amassing and
analysing information about the men,
women and children who ran away from
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slavery in eighteenth-century Britain.
Slave-owners and masters who were
eager to recover their valuable property
placed newspaper advertisements
in newspapers all over England and
Scotland, and these advertisements are
a tremendously valuable resource for
expanding our understanding of the
enslaved, their reactions to enslavement,
and their relations with the larger white
communities in which they lived.
From these advertisements we
can learn, for example, that when an
eighteen-year-old ‘negro woman’ named
Ann eloped from her Scottish master,
she did so wearing ‘a brass collar about
her neck, on which are engraved these
words Gustavus Brown in Dalkeith, his
negro.’ Mingo, who eloped in Bristol in
1746, had ‘a good black complexion’ and
the sharply filed teeth of a man either
born in Africa or raised in West African
culture in Britain’s New World colonies.
He spoke ‘pretty good English, [and]
has been in and out of the City about
eight years.’ Jamie Montgomery ran away
from his owner Robert Shedden in April
1765. He was a ‘negro man, aged about
22 years, five feet and a half high… a
Virginian born Slave, speaks pretty good
English; he has been five years in this
country, and has served sometime with
a joiner’. Montgomery had changed his
name, joined his local church, and may
have wanted to marry a local woman. He

ran to Edinburgh where he found work
as a craftsman before he was recaptured,
subsequently dying in prison.
I applied to the Leverhulme Trust
because of its commitment to support
innovative research with both innate
and more far-reaching significance. This
project will dramatically expand the
horizons of eighteenth-century British
history, enhancing our understanding
of today’s multi-racial British society
in an historical context. By discovering
the stories of enslaved Africans who
sought to escape bondage and create
new lives for themselves, the project
will enhance understanding of how
race worked and was experienced
in eighteenth-century Britain, while
simultaneously providing a valuable
historical context for contemporary
debates about British multiracial identity.
The project will provide local contexts
and significance to the national story of
slavery and abolition, giving a human
face to enslavement and freedom from
Perthshire to Kent.
Professor Simon P. Newman
University of Glasgow
Research Project Grant
BELOW Conquering prejudice, Peter
Kramer (ca.1851); reproduced courtesy of
The Library Company of Philadelphia.
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How do plants sense temperature?
How minute changes in temperature
are perceived by plants is a major
unresolved question in biology and is
crucial for predicting climate change
impact; Keara Franklin and her team
will be investigating thermosensory
signalling networks in flowering plants
Temperature is a key regulator of
plant development. At sub-optimal
temperatures, plant growth is often
slowed, whereas above-optimal
temperatures can elicit a range of striking
developmental responses. These include
marked stem elongation, reduced leaf
development and accelerated flowering.
Furthermore, temperatures above 30°C
have been shown to cause infertility
in some species. Small elevations in
ambient temperature can therefore
reduce crop yield and promote flowering
out of synchronisation with pollinators,
resulting in potential major losses to
agricultural production and biodiversity.
How these temperature changes are
perceived is a major unresolved question
in biology.
The majority of studies to date
have analysed tissue-level and whole
plant-level temperature responses.
These approaches make it difficult to
distinguish between a temperature
perception event and a downstream
signalling process. To address
this problem, we have identified a
temperature-responsive single cell
system of fundamental physiological
importance – the stomatal guard cell
– in a genetically modifiable species
(Arabidopsis thaliana) that will act as
a platform for dissecting intracellular
thermosensory networks in flowering
plants. Understanding how plants
perceive small changes in temperature
underpins efforts to predict the impacts
of climate change on natural ecosystems
and generate new varieties of crops
resilient to climate change.
Stomata are leaf surface pores,
surrounded by two guard cells. These
shrink and swell to control pore aperture,
regulating the exchange of carbon
dioxide and water vapour between plants
and the surrounding environment. The
opening and closing of stomata is tightly
regulated by environmental signals.
Opening occurs at elevated temperatures
to allow leaf evaporative cooling. We
have discovered that Arabidopsis guard
cells can perceive and respond to elevated

temperature at both the physiological
and molecular levels. In this project,
we will combine plant physiology,
biochemistry and molecular biology to
address two key questions: first, what are
the molecular mechanisms controlling
guard cell movement (and therefore
stomatal opening) at high temperature?
And secondly, are signalling events at
the plasma membrane integrated with
nuclear gene expression to coordinate
cellular acclimation to high temperature?
In this way, we aim to establish not
only the molecular mechanisms
regulating temperature perception, but

the intracellular signalling networks
involved in communicating temperature
information between different cellular
compartments.
This Research Project Grant will
enable us to address a grand challenge
in plant biology and develop a centre of
excellence in plant temperature signalling
at the University of Bristol.
Dr Keara Franklin (principal investigator),
Dr Antony Dodd and Dr Alistair
Hetherington
University of Bristol
Research Project Grant

TOP Arabidopsis thaliana, the plant
scientist’s model organism. Image courtesy
of K. Franklin, University of Bristol.
LEFT Stomatal pore on an Arabidopsis
leaf surface, surrounded by two guard
cells. Image by A.Baker, reproduced
courtesy of Science and Plants for Schools.
www.leverhulme.ac.uk
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‘So this is Naukratis!’
A small but interesting part of history
has been rewritten: it is now clear that
Naukratis was not a Greek colony, but
a mixed Egyptian-Greek trading port.
Carolyn Allen, of the Trust, reports on
how Dr Alexandra Villing led the team
who made the discovery
On 5 December 1884, the pioneering
British Egyptologist, W. M. Flinders
Petrie, suddenly realised the significance
of the site he had first visited in January
of that year. Established during the rule of
the Saite Pharoahs, this once bustling port
was the first – and for many centuries,
the only – Greek settlement in Egypt.
Long buried, its exact location forgotten,
Naukratis had acquired almost mythical
status as the place where the Greek
civilisation received its education from its
older Egyptian sister.
In a series of four excavation seasons
between 1884 and 1903, Petrie and others
uncovered large parts of the city including
Greek sanctuaries, a cemetery, streets and
houses, an Egyptian temple complex and
over 17,000 archaeological finds; yet
despite its initial promise, the evidence
gathered appeared to shed little light on the
momentous encounter of the two great
civilizations. The original publications
were brief and incomplete and the finds –
many still unstudied over a century later
– soon scattered among 60 collections
worldwide.Taken at face value, the picture
that emerged was of a predominantly
Greek city, serving Greek interests, and
with little cross-cultural exchange.
One hundred and thirty years later,
researchers from the British Museum –
repository of nearly half of the finds from
Naukratis – have reunited and re-evaluated

TOP Naukratis as it was, 1899: early
excavator David Hogarth oversees work at
the site.
BELOW Naukratis as it is today: since
2012, the British Museum team has been
conducting new fieldwork at Naukratis,
in collaboration with researchers from the
universities of Durham, Southampton,
Bryn Mawr College and local Egyptian
archaeologists.
COVER Archaeologists of the Egyptian
Ministry of Culture collaborate with the
British Museum team in surveying Naukratis.
All images © The Trustees of the British Museum.
6

the finds, revealing an altogether richer
story. Supported by the Leverhulme Trust,
this small team of Classical archaeologists
and Egyptologists revisited the pioneering
excavations at Naukratis, painstakingly
tracing and cataloguing all the surviving
material and re-analysing the preserved
body of material in the context of the
early fieldwork and the scholarship of
the time. Led by Dr Alexandra Villing,
the researchers studied archival material
including diaries, excavation notes and old
photographs, to reconstruct the background
and progress of the excavations, assessing
not only the methods the archaeologists
used but also why they used those
methods and what they hoped to find.
This novel approach highlighted
how the body of evidence collected

from Naukratis had been skewed by
late nineteenth- early twentieth-century
expectations. The excavations were
initiated by the Egypt Exploration Fund
(EEF), which saw Naukratis primarily
in terms of its potential to illuminate a
little-known early period of Greek art.
Indeed, Petrie’s first season at Naukratis
was supported in part by a substantial
donation to the EEF by the Society for
the Promotion of Hellenic Studies. Hardly
surprising then, that Petrie and others
mainly collected and studied decorated
or inscribed Greek pottery, making little
note of the plain local earthenware.
Yet, in his diaries, D. G. Hogarth, who
led the later excavations, expresses his
frustration with the sheer volume of these
‘uninteresting’ finds. “To a Classicist used
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British Museum

Louvre
Boston
to Greek finewares the Egyptian pottery
of the period must have looked rather
unappealing,” Alexandra explains. “The
problem is, the fact that hardly any of it is
preserved and it is only barely mentioned
in the publications creates the impression
that it wasn’t there and that the site was
really all very Greek.”
From the beginning of the
twentieth century, the disciplines of
Classical Archaeology and Egyptology
became increasingly specialised; and with
apparently little to attract the attention of
Egyptologists, the scholarship applied to
the surviving finds was almost exclusively
led by Classicists, who took little notice
of the, in fact, sizable amount of Egyptian
material preserved among the site’s other,
non-pottery finds: thousands of figurines

and amulets that languished unstudied
and unpublished in museum basements.
According to Dr Villing, the notion
that there was little evidence of an early
Egyptian presence at Naukratis became
surprisingly entrenched: “With few
exceptions, the surviving Egyptian evidence
from the site was completely ignored or
dated to the much later Ptolemaic period
– a time when Egyptians were expected to
be there. Worse still, when an American
team dug at the site in the 1970s and 80s
and found Egyptian material in earlier
levels, they just dated it by default to
the Ptolemaic period. If they’d had an
Egyptologist on the team they probably
would not have got away with that but, as
it was, they just reshaped their results to
fit their expectations,” Alexandra says.

To really understand the site from
both perspectives, the British Museum’s
team took an unusually interdisciplinary
approach. As Alexandra explains, even
in modern, apparently collaborative,
excavation teams, disciplines often remain
divided, each expert working in isolation
on the aspects relevant to their own
specialisation: “The standard approach
would have been to produce separate
catalogues of Egyptian finds and Greek
finds, but instead we worked and thought
everything through together, maintaining
a constant dialogue. Looking over each
other’s shoulders in this way allowed
us to develop a lot of new insight, often
realising that the ideas that had come
from our own training and discipline had
to be revised completely,” she says.
The resulting online catalogue,
covering over a thousand years of
ancient Mediterranean history, holds
the story of a culturally diverse town,
established by Pharaoh Psamtik I in
the late seventh century BC to function
as the international port of his new
capital city, Sais. Unbroken sequences
of material culture reveal that it was
inhabited by both Greeks and Egyptians
throughout its long history; and that as
it grew, the populations became ever
more mixed, including instances of
intermarriage. Made historically relevant
for the first time, the finds from the early
pioneering excavations of Naukratis are
finally shedding new light on the intense
exchange of goods, people and ideas that
helped to shape the Mediterranean and
European world.
www.britishmuseum.org/naukratis

TOP Egyptian pottery was frequent at
Naukratis but only few examples were kept
by the early excavators, such as this sixth
century BC pottery jar excavated by Petrie.
British Museum, GR 1974,1119.1.
BELOW The Greek sanctuaries in
Naukratis were extremely rich in finely
decorated Greek pottery that had been left
as dedications by Greek traders. After the
excavations, sherds were distributed to
different museums, even if from the same
vessel. Here, fragments now in Boston,
Paris and London are joined in a digital
reconstruction of a sphinx painted on a
fine chalice made on the island of Chios
around 600 BC. (London, British Museum
GR 1924,1201.537; Paris, Louvre E8056
bis.22; Boston, MFA 88.83). Photograph
© Museum of Fine Arts, Boston / © The
Trustees of the British Museum / © Musée
du Louvre.
www.leverhulme.ac.uk
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Probing the ultra-high energy universe with ANITA
and ARA
The measurement of neutrinos from
beyond our solar system is one of the
outstanding challenges in the field of
astroparticle physics; a team led by Dr
Ryan Nichol hopes to achieve this by
using the ice of Antarctica as a giant
telescope
Neutrinos are just about the tiniest
amount of anything that man has ever
conceived of. Our research is focused on
trying to understand what neutrinos are
and what they can tell us about some of
the largest, most energetic, objects in the
distant universe.
Neutrinos are subatomic particles,
but unlike their fellow particles the
quarks and electrons – which combine
to form atoms, which in turn combine to
form, well, everything – you don’t need
neutrinos to make a table, or a person or
a star. However, you do need neutrinos to
enable the Sun and all the other stars to
burn. In fact, there are so many neutrinos
produced in the Sun that while you read
this sentence over a trillion neutrinos
from the Sun streamed through you.
Luckily each and every one of them
passed harmlessly through you without
interacting with your quarks or electrons.
Their elusiveness is the reason neutrinos
are so fascinating to study, since they can
travel across the universe without being
absorbed or deflected providing a unique

8

probe of the energetic universe. The only
trouble is catching them as they fly by.
The ANITA and ARA experiments
are attempting to turn an entire continent,
Antarctica, into a gigantic telescope to
search for extremely energetic neutrinos
from the far flung corners of the universe.
ANITA is essentially a very sensitive radio
antenna, dangling from a balloon at an
altitude of about 37 km, listening for the
distinctive radio chirps that would signify
a neutrino interacting
somewhere in the
million cubic
kilometres of ice
below. The ARA
experiment is
similar, except the
radio antennas are
placed in 200m deep
holes in the ice,
forming an array
of over 100 squarekilometres.
The proposed
research is to develop
the ‘brains’ of these
two innovative
experiments which
are attempting to
open a new window
on the universe. Both
ANITA and ARA
aim to detect the
radio signals emitted

when energetic neutrinos interact in the
ice of Antarctica. The main experimental
challenge is somehow to pluck these
neutrino signals from the enormous
backgrounds of thermal fluctuations and
man-made noise to which the antennas
are subject. By optimising the experiments’
data acquisition systems their scientific
research is greatly enhanced.
This project is very well aligned to
the founding ethos of the Leverhulme
Trust; to support research and education.
The research in this proposal has the
ability to captivate the wider public, and
in particular to inspire school children to
become the next generation of scientists.
Who isn’t excited by an experiment
which turns all of the ice in Antarctica
into the world’s largest telescope?
Dr Ryan Nichol
University College London
Research Project Grant

ABOVE The ANITA balloon viewed through
a telescope. Image courtesy of Mike Smith,
Columbia Scientific Ballooning Facility.
LEFT AND COVER The ANITA instrument
rolling out for its first launch at Williams
Field, Antarctica in 2006.
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Genetic manipulation of butterfly wing patterns
How did butterfly wing pattern diversity
arise? What is the link between DNA
sequences and the wing patterns?
Dr Chris Jiggins heads a team which
will use cutting-edge genome-editing
techniques to find out
It has been said that butterflies ‘wear their
genes on their wings’, because dramatic
differences in appearance between
butterfly species can be controlled by just
a few genes. Indeed, we now think that
small changes in the DNA sequence of a
butterfly can have a large effect on their
wing patterns. These butterfly patterns
have evolved to send signals, either to
predators such as birds (Don’t eat me!), or
to other butterflies (Mate with me!). They
are therefore an exciting system in which
to understand evolution, and how natural
selection in the wild acts on genetic
changes in the DNA of an animal. In this
project we plan to develop techniques for
directly manipulating the genome of the
butterfly, using newly developed techniques
that allow for direct editing of DNA.
Whilst we obviously can’t test how these
manipulated butterflies survive in the
wild (such an experiment would be highly
unethical), this will allow us to test specific
hypotheses about how DNA changes can
alter the appearance of a butterfly.
Scientists regularly manipulate the
DNA of laboratory organisms such as
fruit flies in order to understand how
development works. However, it remains
challenging to carry out such experiments
in the kinds of organisms that exhibit
more interesting evolutionary patterns.
The spectacular diversity of lizards, birds,
fish and butterflies inspire biologists and
they have become the focus for ecological,
behavioural and more recently genomic
studies, but these organisms remain
challenging for genetic experiments.
However, such experiments are critical for
directly testing the role of specific DNA
changes that have evolved in natural
populations. Developing DNA manipulation
techniques in a well-studied evolutionary
system will allow an exciting opportunity
for dissecting the genetic changes involved
in recent evolutionary change. We have
been working for many years with
tropical Heliconius butterflies, which have
dramatic warning colour patterns, and we
now understand a great deal about their
natural wing pattern diversity. We plan
to use newly developed genome editing
techniques in order to directly test how

changes in the DNA regulate changes in
these wing patterns. This will allow us to
address evolutionary questions that are
challenging, if not impossible, to address
in any other organism.
This project is a follow-up from
my Research Leadership grant from the
Trust, awarded in 2007; it will hopefully
provide a springboard for future funding,
as once the method is established a wide
variety of additional hypotheses could be
addressed.
Dr Chris Jiggins
University of Cambridge
Research Project Grant

ABOVE Repeating patterns of Heliconius
mimicry. This highlights the diversity of
patterns as well as the mimicry associations,
which are found to be largely controlled
by a shared genetic locus. Meyer A, PLoS
Biology, Vol. 4/10/2006, e341 doi:10.1371/
journal.pbio.0040341.
www.leverhulme.ac.uk
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AWARDS APPROVED AT THE JUNE 2014 MEETING
OF THE LEVERHULME TRUST BOARD
RESEARCH PROJECT GRANTS
Research Project Grants are available for
any research topic, with the choice of theme
and research approach left entirely to
applicants. Up to £500,000 over five years is
available. Grants cover salaries for research
staff engaged on the project and associated
costs directly related to the proposed
research.

Sciences
Dr Tim Albrecht
Imperial College London
Charge transfer processes in small metal
nanoparticles
£174,768
Professor Simon Belt
University of Plymouth
Quantification of sea ice carbon within Arctic
ecosystems
£173,049
Dr Alexander Belton
University of Lancaster
Quantum random walks and quasi-free
quantum stochastic calculus
£84,895
Professor Robert Cernik
University of Manchester
Using diffracted X-rays to form images with
chemical and structural information
£247,737

Dr Kristian Franze
University of Cambridge
Forces in neuronal development and growth
£166,156
Professor Andre Gerber
University of Surrey
Development of a novel translatome analysis
method and application in aging
£163,720
Dr Stephen Goldup
Queen Mary, University of London
Mechanically chiral rotaxanes as switchable
enantioselective catalysts
£104,326
Professor Michaele Hardie
University of Leeds
Structurally dynamic cages and frameworks
£239,463
Dr Lee Haynes
University of Liverpool
Mapping mitotic calcium signals in
mammalian cells with targeted sensors
£176,554
Dr Andrew Horsfield
Imperial College London
Novel excited electron devices: a
computational investigation
£147,073
Dr Chris Jiggins
University of Cambridge
Developing transgenic tests of butterfly wing
patterning genes
£245,534

Dr Simon J Clarke
University of Oxford
Synthesis and control of the properties of
solids using soft chemical approaches
£143,884

Professor Hugh R A Jones
University of Hertfordshire
PAN-Disciplinary algORithms for data
Analysis
£204,219

Dr Ross Denton
University of Nottingham
Catalytic alkylation reactions of free amines
with alcohols
£142,396

Dr Ian Lane
Queen’s University Belfast
Production of ultracold hydrogen by
molecular fragmentation
£180,142

Professor Matthew Charles Fisher
Imperial College London
The emperors new clothes – are chytrid fungi
leaving amphibians naked?
£264,405
Dr Keara Franklin
University of Bristol
How do plants sense temperature?
£157,901
10

Professor Kurt Langfeld
University of Plymouth
The density of states approach for simulations
of dense matter in QCD
£137,065
Dr Stephen Lynch
Cardiff University
Quantum optics of mid gap chalocogen
donors in single crystal silicon
£230,776

Dr Anotida Madzvamuse
University of Sussex
Unravelling new mathematics for 3D cell
migration
£258,593
Dr Fernando Montealegre-Z.
University of Lincoln
The evolution of acoustic communication in
fossil and extant insects
£249,154
Dr Ian Moore
University of Oxford
Thinking inside the box: how do plants build
organised walls?
£248,344
Dr Ryan Nichol
University College London
Probing the ultra-high energy universe with
ANITA and ARA
£220,205
Dr Sergei Novikov
University of Nottingham
Molecular beam epitaxy for graphene/boron
nitride electronics
£132,073
Dr Steven Penfield
University of Exeter
Understanding real limits to plant
productivity: a macroeconomic perspective
£218,793
Dr Steven Porter
University of Exeter
Complex decision-making in bacteria:
predicting multikinase-networks
£93,873
Dr Hugh Rabagliati
University of Edinburgh
Expectation-driven language learning
£158,522
Dr Ben Raymond
Imperial College London
Directed evolution of virulence to overcome
resistance to biological insecticide
£233,233
Dr Jonathan Robbins
University of Bristol
Liquid crystals defects in Landau-de Gennes
theory
£155,927
Dr Riccardo Sapienza
King’s College London
Bio-compatible silk random laser
£242,888
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Dr Steven Schockaert
Cardiff University
Approximating Markov logic theories in
possibilistic logic
£118,263

Professor Michael Fulford
University of Reading
From Roman England to Roman Britain: rural
settlement, society and economy
£260,639

Professor Jon Williamson
University of Kent
Grading evidence of mechanisms in physics
and biology
£222,096

Professor (Renee) Elizabeth Sockett
University of Nottingham
The molecular control of bacterial biting and
gliding in Bdellovibrio
£143,770

Professor Colin Haselgrove
University of Leicester
In the Footsteps of Caesar: the archaeology of
the first Roman invasions of Britain
£330,656

Professor Andrew Wood
Durham University
Social relations and everyday life in England,
1500-1640
£189,360

Dr Michail Stamatakis
University College London
Accurate and computationally efficient
models for virtual catalyst design
£113,044
Professor Jennifer Thomas
University College London
The path to CP violation in the neutrino
sector: mega-ton water detectors
£383,431
Professor George Turner
Bangor University
Genome-wide analysis of the evolution of new
species
£251,249
Dr Jasper van Thor
Imperial College London
A novel structural probe for the light
reactions of Photosystem II
£278,450
Dr Tobias von der Haar
University of Kent
Ribosome movement, information processing
and the language of life
£168,860
Professor A J Welch
Heriot-Watt University
An exploration of supraicosahedral nonWadian molecular architectures
£193,422
Dr Roger Whitehead
University of Manchester
New bio-catalysts for synthetically useful
metabolites from available phenols
£167,478
Dr Kielan Yarrow
City University London
Novel neurometric measures to discriminate
models of speeded decision making
£216,306

Humanities
Professor Ian Kenneth Bailiff
Durham University
Developing new approaches to dating ancient
irrigation features
£102,443

Dr Andrew Jones
University of Southampton
Making a mark: imagery and process in the
British and Irish Neolithic
£97,826
Dr Parvathi Kumaraswami
University of Manchester
Beyond Havana and the nation? Peripheral
identities and literary culture in Cuba
£160,035
Professor Lutz Marten
School of Oriental and African Studies
Morphosyntactic variation in Bantu: typology,
contact and change
£249,613
Professor Simon Newman
University of Glasgow
Runaway slaves in Britain: bondage, freedom
and race in the eighteenth century
£291,327
Dr Jose R Oliver
University College London
The Cotua Island Entrepôt: building a
reflexive archaeology in the Orinoco basin
£332,780
Professor Matthew Rampley
University of Birmingham
Promoting national and imperial identities:
museums in Austria-Hungary
£286,602
Dr Ian Ruffell
University of Glasgow
Hero of Alexandria and his theatrical automata
£282,881
Dr Tim Shephard
University of Sheffield
Music in the art of Renaissance Italy, ca.14201540
£247,972
Dr Emma Spary
University of Cambridge
Selling exotic plant products in Paris, 16701730
£191,798
Professor Stuart Taberner
University of Leeds
Traumatic pasts, cosmopolitanism, and
nation-building in contemporary German and
South African literature
£260,140

Social Sciences
Professor Fiona Brookman
University of South Wales
Homicide investigation and forensic science:
tracing processes, analysing practices
£216,531
Dr Joanna Bruck
University of Bristol
The social context of technology. Non-ferrous
metalworking in later prehistoric northwest
Europe (c. 1500-50 BC)
£254,082
Dr Charlotte Burns
University of York
Evaluating the impact of austerity upon
environmental policy in Europe
£224,372
Dr Andrew Hudson-Smith
University College London
Visualising inequality in community networks
to enhance participatory planning
£256,670
Professor Shane D Johnson
University College London
Migrant networks, decisions, and immigration
policy
£205,365
Professor Paul Martin
University of Sheffield
How does inequality get ‘under the skin’?
Epigenetics, health disparities and the making
of social policy
£214,967
Dr Hugh Smith
University of Liverpool
Agricultural change in Britain: modelling past
impacts to predict the future
£217,766
Dr John Tsoukalas
University of Glasgow
Where is the news in business cycles? A new
approach with novel methodologies
£119,082
Dr Richard Whitaker
University of Leicester
MEPs in the 2014-19 European Parliament:
the rise of Euroscepticism?
£56,399
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INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS

Social Sciences

International Networks offer up to £125,000
over up to three years to allow a UK-based
researcher to build a new collaborative
research project with overseas institutions.

Dr Paolo Di Martino
University of Birmingham
Re-doing business: Insolvency and bankruptcy
legislation, models of business, and firms
governance in historical and comparative
perspective (1900-2010)
£22,239

Sciences
Dr Wael Bahsoun
Loughborough University
Statistical properties of non-uniformly
hyperbolic dynamical systems: computer
assisted proofs and rigorous computations
£58,830
Dr Colin Beale
University of York
Uncovering the variable roles of fire in
savannah ecosystems
£124,830
Dr Sasha Dall
University of Exeter
A Darwinian framework for phenotypically
integrating genetic and epigenetic cues
£84,820
Professor Mark Williams
University of Leicester
Assembling the Early Palaeozoic terranes of
Japan
£124,846

Humanities
Professor James Belich
University of Oxford
Global nodes, global orders: macro- and
micro-histories of globalisation
£124,789
Professor Stephen Church
University of East Anglia
New interpretations on the Angevin world
£86,044
Dr Nathaniel Coleman
Newcastle University
Imaginaries of the future: historicising the
present
£109,906
Dr Mark Frost
University of Essex
War memoryscapes in Asia partnership:
routes to post-conflict reconciliation
£102,877
Dr Gavin Kelly
University of Edinburgh
Sidonius Apollinaris: a comprehensive
commentary for the twenty-first century
£63,281
Professor Hugh Kennedy
School of Oriental and African Studies
Economic integration and social change in the
Islamic world system, 800-1000 CE
£110,177
Professor Patrick K O’Brien
London School of Economics and Political Science
Economic outcomes flowing from the
revolutionary and Napoleonic wars, 1793-1815
£96,281
12

Dr Jonathan Grix
University of Birmingham
State strategies for leveraging sports megaevents
£83,997
Professor Suman Gupta
Open University
Framing financial crisis and protest: northwest
and south-east Europe
£121,959
Professor Robert Lord
Durham University
International Network of Implicit Leadership
Theory (ILT) Scholars
£99,833
Dr Lindsay O’Dell
Open University
Critical autism network: policy, practice and
identities in five national contexts
£38,201
Dr David Valler
Oxford Brookes University
Global science ‘scapes: dimensions of
transnationalism
£118,104
Dr Yingjie Yang
De Montfort University
Grey systems and its applications
£124,997

ARTIST IN RESIDENCE GRANTS
Artist in Residence Grants support the
residency of an artist in a UK institution,
for up to a full academic year, in a creative
collaboration with staff and/or students.
The scheme is intended to bring artists into
research and study environments where
their artistic form or creative art is not part
of the normal curriculum or activities of the
host department.
Dr Claudia Aradau
Department of War Studies, King’s College
London
Artist – Dr Lola Frost – Art
£15,000
Mr Jack Ashby
Grant Museum of Zoology, University College
London
Artist – Dr Eleanor Morgan – Various
£15,000
Professor Isabelle Baraffe
Astrophysics Department, University of Exeter
Artist – Ms Pandora Mond – Painting
£15,000

Professor Jon Blundy
School of Earth Sciences, University of Bristol
Artist – Mr Rodney Harris – Sculpture and
printmaking
£15,000
Professor Jeanice Brooks
Department of Music, University of Southampton
Artist – Dr Aura Satz – Film and performance
£15,000
Dr Ben Campkin
UCL Urban Laboratory, University College
London
Artist – Mr Max Colson – Photography
£15,000
Dr Nick Collins
Department of Music, Durham University
Artist – Dr Adinda van ‘t Klooster – Various
£14,500
Dr Simone De Liberato
School of Physics and Astronomy, University of
Southampton
Artist – Mr Martin Fogel – Music
£14,080
Professor Julian Evans
Department of Chemistry, University College
London
Artist – Dr Hilary Powell – Multimedia
£15,000
Dr Karen Louise Johnson
School of Engineering and Computing Sciences,
Durham University
Artist – Mr Stephen Livingstone – Various
£14,480
Professor Timothy Paul Mathews
Department of French, University College
London
Artist – Ms Margarita Saad – Writing
£15,000
Dr William Mayes
Centre for Environmental and Marine Sciences,
University of Hull
Artist – Mr Conohar Scott – Photography
£14,475
Professor Hugh Nimmo
Institute of Molecular, Cell & Systems Biology,
University of Glasgow
Artist – Mr Ally Wallace – Drawing and
painting
£14,997
Dr Claudia Sternberg
Legacies of War Project, University of Leeds
Artist – Dr Juliet MacDonald – Drawing and
painting
£14,000
Professor Nick Tyler
Department of Civil, Environmental & Geomatic
Engineering, University College London
Artist – Miss Zoe Schoenherr – Sculpture
£14,878
Professor Rachel Woodward
School of Geography Politics and Sociology,
Newcastle University
Artist – Mr Michael Mulvihill – Drawing
£14,750
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